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Abstract
	
II. Cruise Guidance Design Motivation
A method is presented for open loop guidance
of a solar electric propulsion spacecraft to Seo-
aynchronsus orbit. '1ha method consists of deter-
mining the thrust vector profiles sit the ground
With an Optimization computer program, and perform-
ing updates based on the difference between the
actual trajectory and that predicted with a pre-
cYsian simulation computer program. The motivation
for performing the guidance analysis during the
mission planning phase is discussed, and a space-
craft design option that cmpluys attitude Orien-
tation constraints is presented. The improvements
required in both the optimization program and sim-
ulation program are act forth, together with the
efforts to integrate the progress into the ground
supporr software `nr -he guidance system.
I. Introduction
The recent Solar Electric Propulsion mission
feasibility and design studies within NASA and in-
dustry hove stimulated the development of trajec-
tory optimization programs and other mission anal-
ysis tools required for SEP mission design. The
efforts of Lhe Lewis Research Center have been
directed primarily toward the development of the
mission analysis tools for geocentric missions,
with particular emphasis on bringing existing
mission analysis tools to a state of development
such that the impact of the Guidance, Navigation,
and Control subsystem design upon SEP spacecraft
and thruster -subsystems may he properly assessed,
This impact may be defined In terms of subsystem
hardware and operational requirements, relative
cost, and reliability..
'lgois paper describes the development of the
ground software to effect the open loop cruise go-*-
dance of SEP geocentric transfer missions. The
software comprises the SECKSPOT computer program, u
trajectory optimization program developed by the
Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, and the SLUR pro-
gram, a detailed simulation progress developed by
the Analytical Mechanics Associates, Incorporated.
When integrated, the programs wi'1 permit the
determination of the impact of the Guidance, Navi-
gation, and Control subsystem upon the SEP space-
craft systems as part of the preflight mission
design studies. Several SEP design options are
available to provide the attitude sensing and
attitude maneuver authority necessary to achieve
the required thrust vector directions. An option
that imposes attitude and thrust vector orientation
constraints as opposed to no constraints is pre-
sented together with the advantages anddisadvan-
toges from a guidance viewpoint already identified
for each option. An overview is presented of the
propulsion system model improvements bLing made to
each program, the modifications to study the atti-
tude orientation. constraint option in both programs
and the method of integrating the two progra^is.
The motivation for the design of the Cruise
guidance during the pro-praject or preliminary
mission planning phase is that for geocentric
transfer missions this state of development is re-
quired to define adequately the requirementu of
the SEP spacecraft and thruster systems. Same of
the requirements to be identified during the gui-
dance system development are those on: thruster
throttling range and rate; thruster gimballing;
attitude control pointing; attitude sensing; solar
array pointing; thermal subsystem; and telemetry
and command antennas. This identification is of
particular Importance when the requirements for a
group of geocentric missions are to be integrated
into a cannon set of ion thruster and power pro-
tosser requirements. An analysis of the cost,
reliability, and operational simplicity of the
spacecraft systems which meet the requirements.
establishes the impact of the guidance system on
the spacecraft design. It also pzovides insight
for project management into the tradeoffs of the
guidance system performance versus the spacecraft
design complexity and program costs, and permits
an .early establishment of the technology require-
ments for the ion thruster and attitude control
Systems.
This approach of developing u guidance and
navigation subsystem de riuition during the pre-
liminary SEP spacecraft design bus also been advo-
cated in reference 1. One of the most obvious
questions is why must the design and evaluation of
the guidance system be undertaken before the sub-
systems hardware requirements are finalized. The
preliminary hardware requirements are typically
derived by generating the reference trajectory with
u trajectory optimization computer program. the
error analyses conducted as part of the guidance
system development and evaluation may impose a set
of hardware requirements different from those
requirements identified by the reference,  trajectory.
Ira some instances, the changes in the hardware re-
quirements may be small enough to still be sesame-
dated by the baseline design. However, for other
cases the final design requirements may be ditferent
enough to suggest a different hardware selection.
Should the required system prove too operationally
complex and expensive, it may be advantageous to
compromise or relax the guidance success require-
ments (transfer time, delivered muss, etc.) and
select a simpler and possibly less expensive space-
craft design. Another reason that the reference
trajectory may lead to erroneous requirements is
that the present optimization program may prove in-
adequate to generate realistic and accurate refer-
ence trajectories from which the hardware require-
ments may be identified. This is because the opti-
mization programs are rather restrictive in their
environmental and propulsion system models, and
therefore the optimum solutions and required thrust
directions determined from these program may be
different from those obtained if a detailed sinu-
latfon and accurate representation of. the spacecraft
and environment were employed. The restrictive
N
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nature of these mudela arlues because of the use of
these programs for mrasdun analysis and the atten-
dant requiremuat to generate ujvtimum solutions
Within a rineanable cxpendnture of Computer time.
Consequently, the thruster tt,rattling model, the
solar array degradation model, and the solar array
power model are usually simpl1 4'led in the optivd-
zutinn program to provide it trsvtable two point
boundary value problem. Additionally, most Opti-
mlzation Pragrois employ averaging techniques In
formulating the state and costoee equations. There
is therefore a need to verify cbe performance of
the Steering law or thrust directionu provided by
the optimization program with another program that
J	 couples a detailed enviruao::ental and spacecraft
simulation with a precision trajectory generation.
Via S'ECKSPOT computer program (2),(3),(4),
developed by the Charles Stark Draper laboratory
and the SEUR computer program(5) developed by the
Analytical Mechanics Associates, Incorporated are
examples of optimization and simulation programs,
respectively, which have been selscted to integrate
into the ground Software for the proposed cruise
guidance petluud. The development of the original
versions of both programs was supported by the
Goddard Space Flight Center. As the Optimization
program, SECKSPOT determines the thrust directions
required to provide a minimum time trajectory be-
tween the initial slid final orbits Specified as
input data. SEOR does not solve a boundary value
problem but rather generates a precision trajectory
using the thrust direction information provided by
SECKSPOT. Therefore, SEOR provideu not only a
check on the SECKSPOT solution but, as explained
below, a means to suggest and develop any required
Improvements in SUCKSPOT's environmental and Space-
craft models.
1I1. Cruise Guidance Approach
The basic approach to the proposed open loop
cruise guidance system is Shown in Figure 1. Upon
injection d,nto the parking orbit by the launch
vehicle, the SIGN network will track the spacecraft
and an orbit determination will be performed. Th-
SECKSPOT program will then be used to target to
the final conditions and determine the required
thrust vector directions. The thrust directions
are first input to the SEOR program in the farm
of state and custard information. 'Che trajectory
predicted by SEOR and in particular, the final
orbit conditions will be compared to that obtained
from the SECKSPOT solution. If the difference in
the final orbit conditions calculated by the pro-
gross is unacceptable, some iteration may be re-
quired between SECKSPOT and SEOR to arrive at the
target conditions wich SEOR.
The nature of the interface between the
S£CKSPOr and SEOR programs, and the information
transmitted to the spacecraft is beet explained via
all
	 Consider an orbit raising mission
from a low altitude, inclined circular parking
orbit to geasynchronous orbit. The initial and
final conditions and environmental effects included
in the SECKSPOT program run are listed in Table I.
The run assumes that the solar array surface's are
maintained normal to the uunline and that the -
thruster boom power is proportional to the power
available from the thruster section of the solar
array. The propulsion system parameters and space-
craft operational characteristics employed do not
represent hardware requirements or preferred oper-
utional characteristics but rather were selected to
illustrate the guidon^.c method for a typical miu-
elon.
Figure 1 allows the time histories of the Semi-
major axis, inclination, and eccentricity. 'the ion
thruster shutdown time during periods of earth
shadowing causes the eccentricity buildup. For this
case, the shutdown period did not include any time
delay for restarting the thrusters after the space-
craft emerges frum the shadow.
In SECKSPOT, the state vector comprises the
five equinoctial orbit elements, mass, and 1 VeV
fluence, and the castate comprises the adjointa to
this Seven element State. Figure 7 shows the time
histories of the equinoctial orbit elements and
their adjoint variables or costate as computed by
SECKSPOT. 'Che significance of this state and co-
state information is not necessarily in the values
themselves, but rather in the slowly varying nature
of the data with mission time. This suggests that
the state and ousters information may be transmitted
to the spacecraft computer as coefficients of a
function fitted to the data. The state and castate
information can he trunufa rmed into the control or
thrust vector it% the equinoctial coordinate system,
which in curn can be transformed into in-orbit
plane and out-of-arbit plane thrust directions. (2 )
Figures 4 and 5 show the out-of-orbit plane and
In-orbit plane thrust directions, respectively for
several orbits during the example mission. The
small in-plane thrust component is required to null
the eccentricity.
Because the SEOR program requires a priori
knowledge of the thrust vector directions, the
equinoctial state and castate vectors output from
SECKSPOT will be input to SEOK which will transform
this information into the required thrust directions
as the integration proceeds in SEOR. Several op-
tions as to the form of the thrust direction infor-
mation actually transmitted to the spacecraft will
be investigated as the guidance system development
proceeds. The options to be studied include State
and castors informat i on, in-plane and out-Of-plane
thrust directionb, sad precomputed attitude angles
as a function of argument of latitude or position
in orbit. Transforming the state and costate.
information into precomputed attitude angles on
the ground and transmitting this data to the space-
craft reduces the computational requirements of the
onboard. computer. An algorithm to compute the
argument of latitude is Stored in the onboard com-
puter and updated with navigation information from
ground tracking, or a limited onbourd navigation
syatem might be employed to feed the position in
the orbit to the guidance algorithms.
During . the orbit raining, navigation informa-
tion is provided by STDN tracking• when the differ-
ence between the actual spacecraft position and that
predicted by SEOR exceeds some predetermined level,
the mission is reoptimized from the current state
to the target. SECKSPOT computes a new set of
thrust directions which update the guidance algor-
ithms in the all	computer. This retargeting
may be fraqueam eL In the early part of the mission
when knowledge of the biases in the thrust sub-
System and power subsystems is small. Examples
of early propulsion system uncertainties are solar
array degradation, individual thruster and power
processor performance, and thrust vector misalign-
ment.
I
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The current version of the 5FVKSFOT program is
not capable of targeting on a final position or
longitude in orbit. To achieve geasynchronous or-
bit at a particular longitude, a. terminal guidance
system must t,d activated shortly before attainment
of geoaynchronouo attitude.
IV. Attitude Orientation Constraints
Thu requirement to orient fusion thrust vector
In the proper out-of-orbit plane and in-orbit plane
directions as illustrated fat Lhe example mission
has o major impact on the design of the SEF space-
craft attitude control system. The ideal control
system, capable of providing these thrust direc-
tions and maintaining the solar array surfaces
normal to the eunline, would Indeed affect tine min-
imum time or optimum trajectory. Those features
of the attitude control system which are Imported
by this requirement include the attitude amusing
and attitude maneuvering capability.
Figure 6 shows a typical SE p spacecraft can-
figuration and coordinate. system definition. For
this configuration the x axis lies in the orbit
plane and has the sama sense do the orbit velocity
vector; the y axis is perpendicular to tine orbit
plane and directed south, and the z axis is paral-
lel to the earth radius vector and directed toward
the earth. For zero attitude errors, the space-
craft roll, pitch, and yaw uxes are aligned with
the x, y, and z axes respectively. The ion thrus-
ters are mounted an the negative roll face of the
spacecraft and the solar strays may be rotated
about their longitudinal axis which is aligned
with the spacecraft pitch axis. Tile out-of-plane
thrust component is provided by rotating the
spacecraft in yaw and the in-plane component by
rotating in pitch. The solar panels are maintained
perpendicular to the sun by rolling the spacecraft
until the panel longitudinal axis is perpendicular
to the uunline and then rotating the panel normal
to the sun. This method required the use of a
star tracker or gimballed earth horizon sensor for
attitude sensing and sufficient control torque to
provide the required pitch, roll, and yaw motions.
An attitude control design option proposed
during the BEST C design study(6) reduces the
attitude maneuvers to just yaw nation but provides
less than optimum orbit raising performance. As
indicated by the example mission, geasynebronous
transfers via circular orbits require a relatively
large out-of-urbit plane thrust component or yaw
motion to effect a reduction in inclination angle
and a small in-plane component or pitch notion to
reduce the small eccentricity buildup (see Fig-
ure 2) caused by earth shadowing. The proposed
system employs a non-gimballed, two axis earth
horizon sensor for pitch and roll sensing, and a
sun sensor-gyro combination to provide yaw se:;elnD_
Null operation of the horizon sensor requires chat
the spacecraft roll-pitch plane be maintw,'uP^=. or-
pendicular to the earth radius vector, w:,
fore only yaw motion is permitted. Noreov__,
yaw motion is unconstrained. One disadvant-age of
this system lies in its lack of capability to null
the residual eccentricity due to shadowing during
the orbit raising. Nulling the eccentricity at
the end of tin transfer increases the transfer
time over that obtained w::en the eccentricity is
nulled during the orbit raising. With the thrust
acceleration available at the end of the example
mission defined in Table I, approximately 6 days
would be required to null au eccentricity of 0.05.
The amount of eccentricity buildup due to
shadowing way be controlled and the attendant trans-
fer time may be reduced by proper selection of the
launch date and time. This is true for both the
noucanutraioed carve and the constrained case do-
fined above. Figure 7 shows the eccentricity build-
up fortine nonconstrainted case at a different
launch time, By selecting an initial longitude of
the ascending node of -90 , the maximum eccentricity
is 0.02 as compared to the eccentricity of00.05
shown in Figure 2 for an initial node of 0 . As
shown in Figure S, the in-plane steering angle
requirements are reduced to less than 3 degrees,
compared to the 6 degree requirement shown in
Figure 5 for the Initial node of a'. The mir,sion
time fur this case is reduced to 179 days and the
final mass is 720 kg,
Tha second disadvantage of the attitude can-
strained system is that Success roll motion is not
permitted,. the solar arrays cannot be maintained
normal to the sun line throughout the orbit revo-
lution. The peak value of the littler array normal
suit 	 is determined not only by the magnitude
of the yaw steering angle, but by tine orientation
of the orbit plane relative to the swallow. Con-
sider the situation where the sun lies in the orbit
plane and Is perpendicular to the line of nodes as
shown in figure 9. A yew steering program is
employed to simultaneously change the semi-major
axis and inclination. For no ablatencss land no
shadowing, the steering program is approximately a
slow wave, with zero yaw angle at the antinade and
maximum yaw angle at the node. By constraining
the attitude of the center body, the arrays may
be directed normal to the eunline at the antinodes,
but cot the nodes the angle between the array normal
and the suit is equal to the magnitude of the yaw
steering angle. Figure 10 shows the solar array
power variation for that orbit which has the lowest
value of power during tine example orbit raising
mission for some launch date and time. The use of
a steering law. .bused on constant power and no
shadowing was assumed. During the orbit raising,
the ion thrusters would be throttled equally to
tuka advantage of the total array power available.
The throttling requirement of 1.4:1 is well within
the 2:1 throttling range required for stable oper-
ation of the 30 em thrusters being developed. Tin
preferred eethad of thruster throttling would be
to throttle back on beam current and inereaue the
beam voltage somewhat to maintain the thruster
specific impulse near its full power value of 2900
seconds.
The effect of this power variation on the SEP
mission performance has been .evaluated for gee-
synchronous missions requiring up to a year of
orbit raising time. The steering low employed in
the simulation of the constrained case is the up-
'mum law for circle-to-circle transfers between
.mlinwd orbits and assurers that the power over
the orbit revolution is constant, and that there
is no oblateuess or shadow effect. It was found
that for the constrained case, the total average
power was approximately 90 percent of full power.
The probable effect on the transfer time for the
constrained case would be to increase it by a fac-
tor equal to tM, inverse of the average power ratio
over the time for the nonconstrained ease. For an
average power of 90 percent, the transfer time is
increased by 11 percent.
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A summary of the preliminary SEP propulsion
system and attitude control system requirements is
presented in Table 11, for Lite case of it SEP space-
craft having no attitude orientation coustrainta
and for the case with the attitude orientation
constraint of maintaining the spacecraft roll-pitch
plane perpendicular to the Earth radius vector,
The salient advantages of Lite constrained system
over the eonconstrained system are tive almplifi-
cation of the aetitudu control system and a possi-
ble reduction in the thruster gimbal requilano lit
if the thrusters are used to provide tw attitude
maneuvering. 'rho disadvantage of the constrained
ease is the requirement of the propulsion Svatem
to track the varying solar array power slid the
attendant requirement one thruster throtting range
and rate. Bused upon the preliminary evaluation
of the SEP performance and operational simplicity
of rho required attitude control system for the
design option employing attitude orientation con-
,	 Straints, a study has been undertaken to determine
the effect of attitude constraints on optional
geocentric transfers. Modifications are being made
to the SECKSPOT computer program so that the com-
potation of the thrust directions is bused an an
optimization formulation which accounts for the
power variations over the orbit revolution caused.
by constraining tlne roll-pitch plane to be perpen-
dicular to the Earth radius vector. The transfer
times for orbit raising trajectories using the
thrust directions computed from this view formula-
.	 tion are expected to be Smaller than those obtained
with the Steering low employed in the simulation
..	 diSCudded duuve. Therefore the orbit rdlsing
performance of the constrained case will be more
competitive with that for the nonconutrained case..
An additional improvement to the mission
performance of the constrained case would be to
allow a limited amount of pitch motion and still
retain the non-gimballed horizon sensor. The mug-
nitude of the pitch offset Is limited to the field
of view of the sensor and the accuracy available
with tine sensor over tlne field of view. This pitch.
freedom would permit small in-plane trust offsets,
such as those exhibited in Figures 5 and B, to
control the eccentricity during the orbit raising
rather than Waiting to null the eccentricity noun
geasynchronous orbit.
V. SECKSPOT Program Modifications
Several modifications are currently being made
to tlne SECKSPOT computer program to improve its
capability to simulate Sine aspects of the SEP
systenm and to add the capability to study the
option of attitude orientation constraints. The
objective Is to add as much detail to SECKSPOT as
possible without greatly increasing the program
execution time. The ion thruster restart time
after Shadow is being added to the Earth shadow
time to obtain a more realistic shutdown period
caused by shadowing. The restart time is modeled
as the sum of the time for the solar array to
achieve operating temperature and the time for the
thrusters to achieve full thrust after the solar
array power has been applied to the power proces-
sor. Results from array thermal unulyses and ion
thruster hardware testshave been used to develop
the model. A new Earth magnetic field model is
being used to generate the solar array degradation
model. which is being generalized to consider var-
ious solar cell shielding thicknesses.( 7 ) Sub-
routines are being added to calculate parameters
that are useful iii, the spacecraft design. These
parameters include 1n-plane avid uut-of-plane thrust
directions, spacecraft attitude angles to achieve
these thrust directions, and the solar array in-
cidence angles on the spacecraft body. 'rho major
effort undo Tway is the inclusion in the optimize-
Lite problem of the attitude orientation. constraint
whereby the spacecraft roll-pitchplane is main-
tained perpendicular to the Earth radius vectur.(8)
The effect of the orientation constraint is being
formulated Ice the equations of state and casters,
As indicated previously, the attitude constraint
causes des solar array power to vary over the orbit
revolution. In SECKSPOT, the thrust will be
assumed to be directly proportional to the array
power and the specific 1r..pulse will be assumed to
be caostunt.
V1. SEOR Program Modifications
The modificafions being laude to the SEOR pro-
gram( 9) include a detailed thruster configuration
and throttling. model, provisions far generating
thrust vector orientations based on input from
SECKSPOT, and addition of the thruster restart time
to the shadow model. The thruster system config-
uration model will permit Specifying the number and
location of the individual thrusters and the direc-
tion of the thrust vector relative to the space-
craft coordinates. As the solar array power de-
grades due to particulate radiation, the thruster
throttling model, based upon 00 cm thruster test
data, will compare the thrust of the number of
operating thrusters to that for operating one less
thruster. If too total thrust can be increased,
one of the thruscers will be shut down.
Steering data will be input to SEOR from
SECKSPOT in tlne form of a table or curve of tine
histories of the state and cantata vectors required
to provide the minimum time trajectory. SEOR will
transform these vectors into a thrust vector in the
coordinate frame required by SEOR, and then as an
Option apply the attitude orientation constraint of
maintaining die roll-pitch plane perpendicular to
the Earth radius vector. The nature of the inter-
face between the SECKSPOT and tine SEOR program is
sufficiently general to permit the generation of
either circular or elliptic orbit raising trajec—
tory simulations with SEOR.
One of the problems in synthesizing two pro-
grams such so these with their different techniques
or level of detail in modeling the spacecraft and
environmental simulation is that the thrust profiles
generated by SECKSPOT when input to SEOR may not
produce the same final conditions in SEOR. If the
modeling in SEOR is correct, then the integration
Of these two programs will assist in improving the
SECKSPOT models to that state required for the
mission operations. One of rho more probable areas
where some disagreement may arise will be in tlne
solar array degradation model and the solar array -
power model. Bath programs will use the Some
electron and proton environment models as developed
by the National Space Science Data Center. The
damage coefficients relating the electron and proton
flux to 1 MeV equivalent electron flux are input
data to SEOR and to the degradation model computer
code which interfaces with SECKSPOT, and can there-
fore be made the same for both programs. We will
decouple the degradation models from the trajectory
Mechanics Associates, Inc„ Seabrook, Md.
(Available from NASA as X74-10206.)
6. "SERT C Project Study," TM %-71508 0 1974 0 NASA,
7. Malchow, 11, L., "A Radiation Degradation Model
for Geocentric Trajectory Calculations,",
to be presented at the 11th Electric Pro-
puluion Conf., AIM, Mar. 19-21, 1975,
New Orleans, La,
8, Sackett, L. L., and Edelbaum, T. N., "Effect of
Attitude Constraints on Solar-Electric Geo-
centric Transfers," to be presented at the
11th Electric Propulsion Conf., AIAA, Mar.
19-21, 1975, Now Orleans, Lu.
9. Flanagan, P. F, and Harsewood, J. L., "Precision
Orbit Raising Trajectories," to be presented
at the 11th Electric Propulsion Conf., AIM,
Mar. 19-21, 1975, New Orleans, La.
Integration and compare for oath program the re-
sults of the process of troosfurming from electron
and proton flux to I MeV equivalent flux, and from
1 MeV flux to solar array power.
VII. Concludinx Remarks
An approach to offoet the open loop cruise
guidance of a SEP spacecraft in geocentric trans-
fer has been discussed. Thu guidance system con-
sists of dotermini¢,y theSon thrust vector direc-
tions on the ground with an optimization computer
program, and transferring this information to the
spacecraft computer via ground commend. This pro-
cedure is repeated when the difference between
the trajectory predicted with a precision simula-
tion computer program and the actual trajectory
deturmined from ground tracking exceeds some pre-
determined level.
A spacecraft design option that employs atti-
tude orientation constraints has been presented.
Modifications to the optimization and simulation
computer programs are currently underway and in-
clude: improvements in the propulsion system sim-
ulation; a now formulation In the optindzation
program to study the attitude orientation con-
straints; and the integration of the programs to
transfer thrust direction information from the
optimization program, SECKSPOT, to the simulation
program, SEOR.
Upon completion of the integration or unifi-
cation of these programs, the basic ground soft-
were to perform the cruise guidance will be in
hand. Simulation of the cruise guidance will per-
mit the refinement of the preliminary propulsion
system and spacecraft hardware requirerz:nts de-
fined by the optimization program for the design
options under consideration. Upon the conclusion
of the tradeoff studies the question of how worth-
while and practical is a truly optimal geocentric
trajectory as compared to one which is less than
optimal may finally be answered from the viewpoint
of the spacecraft design.
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TABLE 1. EMMPLR MISSION CHAKACITRIS'11"
A. Input Data
Initial semi-major dxtH. a0 , km 9528
tnitiel eecenertctty, e0 0
Initial Inclination, 1 0 , deg 28.1
Initial argument of porigoe, w o , fee 0
Initial longitude of
	 ascending node,	 aed . deg 0
Final semi-major axis, a F , km 42164
Final ccCOntrICILy, L 0
Final inclination, i F , deg 28,3
Final argtnneal. of perigee. W Free
Final lungituda ol'. aHeLrid ing node. 5 F Free
Launch date January 1, 1980
Mass, kg 850
Thruster be'alro power, kw 4.87*
specific Impulse, HLC 2900
Oblatenoss and Moidowing effects Included.
Degradation included (6 nil coverglass,
	 Infinite backsblelding)
B.	 Results -
Transfer time, days 187
Final mass, kg 721
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Figure 1. -Cruise Guidance System Block Diagram.
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Figure 3.	 -Time histories of equi-
noctial elements and their ad-
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Figure 6. - Spacecraft configuration and coordinate definitions.
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Figure 7. -Eccentricity history when initial
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Figure 9. - Orbit-sun spacecraft geometry illustrating
solar array power variations.
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Figure 10. - Variation of solar array power
over that orbit which has the lowest value of
value of instantaneous power. NASA.Lewis
